
The FB Seduction System, a brand new dating program that is designed specifically for men to teach 

them how to pick up any girl they want through Facebook has caught the attention of 

GentlemensUniversity.com’s Stan Stevenson, prompting an investigative review. 

“Dean Cortez has long been known for his fantastic dating concepts, but Cortez and his prodigy students 

felt it was time to apply this knowledge to Facebook, which is, after all, the place to meet people 

nowadays. The FaceBook Seduction System is a program developed by him and a number of his 

students,” reports Stevenson. “Basically, The FB Seduction System teaches you that the reason why you 

are not successful now is due to your own past actions. You will quickly understand where you have 

been going wrong, and how you can solve the problems you have basically made for yourself.” 

http://gentlemensuniversity.com/fb-seduction-system-review  The FB Seduction System is available in 

PDF format, which is actually the quickest way to get started as users will need to have their Facebook 

account open at the same time as well to apply what they are learning while copying and pasting some 

standard texts provided in the manual. The package essentially teaches men how to get any girl they 

want on Facebook through six specific lessons, but it also includes a range of bonuses. These include a 

full PDF manual that men can read at their own leisure and which teaches them how to filter women, so 

they only actually talk to those who would be more than willing to really meet them as well, even if they 

don’t know that themselves. 

“One of the great things about The FB Seduction System is that, through the medium of Facebook, you 

don’t even talk to girls live.  All you have to do is copy and paste texts that you are provided with on 

their Facebook pages and gain immediate success,” says Stevenson. “You learn how to ‘friend’ any 

woman you want on Facebook, even if they don’t know you in person.  Written in a conversational style, 

all the information that is available in this PDF format package is easy to understand.” 

“The Facebook Seduction System is one of the first programs that actually focus specifically on 

Facebook. It is the most comprehensive system I was able to get my hands on.  Dean Cortez is an 

absolute guru when it comes to dating, and he has teamed up with Brandon Buckley to create this 

complete system. Dean makes it really easy to understand how networking with any woman of your 

choice is possible, building up to actually meeting them in person. It teaches you how to get women to 

befriend you in an easy to understand, step by step method, and it works. Our 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iwDEc4zGh-U FB Seduction System review found that the messages 

in the program are easy to copy and paste and the results are amazing. It is a really good system 

overall!” 

 Those wishing to purchase The FB Seduction System, or for more information, click here: 

http://gentlemensuniversity.com/go/FBSS/  

To access a comprehensive The FB Seduction System review, visit http://gentlemensuniversity.com/fb-

seduction-system-review  


